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Abst rac t - -The  second-order nonlinear difference quation 
A(an'Pp(Ax,~)) =bnf(Xn+l) ,  ~p(2t) = lulp-2u, p > 1, 
where {an}, {bn} are positive real sequences for n _> 1, f : R ---* IR is continuous with uf(u) > 0 
for u # 0, is considered. A full characterization f limit behavior of all positive decreasing solutions 
in terms of an, bn is established. The obtained results answer some open problems formulated for 
p = 2. A comparison with the continuous case jointly with similarities and discrepancies is given 
as well. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the second-order nonlinear difference quation 
A (a,~p (Ax~z)) = bnf (xn+À) , (i) 
where {a,~} and {bn} are positive real sequences for 'n _> 1, f : R + R is continuous with uf(u)  > 0 
for u ¢ 0 and ¢~p(u) = luF-% with p > 1. We recall that ~, is the one-dimensional nalogue 
of the p-Laplacian u ~ divl~Tu!P-2Vu, that is frequently used in searching for radial solutions of 
nonlinear partial equations modelling various reaction-diffusion problems (see, e.g., [1]). 
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In recent years, great attention has been devoted to the qualitative behavior of difference 
equations of type (1). For example, the linear difference quation 
(2) 
has been investigated in [2,3] and the nonlinear case 
A(anAxn)  = bnf(Xn+l) (3) 
has been considered in [4,5]. In particular, in [5], using a topological tool stated in [4], the 
existence of positive decreasing solutions of (3) has been proved and two problems, concerning 
the asymptotic behavior of such solutions, have been posed. Other interesting contributions can 
be found in the recent papers [6,7], in the monographs [8,9] and in references contained therein. 
The corresponding problems for the second-order differential equation 
(a(t)x')'  = b(t) f (x)  (4) 
and the equation with p-Laplacian 
(a(t)a&. (z') )' = b(t) f(x) ,  (5) 
where a, b are positive continuous functions, have been widely studied: here we refer the reader to 
papers [10-13] and to references contained therein, that are strictly related with results presented 
below. 
The main aim here is to obtain discrete analogues of known results on qualitative behavior of 
solutions of (4),(5) and to note the similarities and differences which may arise. More precisely, 
the qualitative behavior of solutions {xn} of (1), satisfying x,~Ax,~ < 0 for n _> 1, is investigated by 
giving necessary and sufficient, conditions fully characterizing the existence of monotone and zero- 
converging solutions. These criteria involve only the asymptotic behavior of sequences {a,~}, {b,~} 
and improve or generalize some of the above quoted results; a detailed analysis will be made 
throughout the paper. In addition, as a simple consequence, two problems uggested in [5, p. 297] 
are resolved. 
A comparison between the continuous case and the discrete one, enlightening both similari- 
ties and substantial differences, completes the paper. Since in some physical applications, the 
nonlinearity may fail to be monotone (see, e.g., [1]), throughout he paper, no monotonicity 
assumptions on f are assumed. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
As usual, by a solution of (1), we mean a real sequence {x,~} that satisfies (1) and is not trivial. 
It is easy to show that every solution of (1) is eventually monotone. Such a result has been 
proved for (3) and (1), provided f = ~q, in [5,14]. It can be considered as a discrete analogue of a 
similar result stated for (4),(5) (see, e.g., [11 13]) and permits the division of the set of solutions 
of (1) into two classes with respect heir monotonicity properties. Here we recall this result in a 
slightly more general form together with its simple proof, which differs fi'om those quoted above. 
LEMMA 1. Any nontrivial solution {xr~} of (1) is eventually strongly monotone and belongs to 
one of the following two classes: 
M + = {{:rn} solution of ( l )  : 3n0 > 1 : :r,~Ax,~ > 0, fb rn  > 'no}, 
M-  = {{xn} solution of (1 ) : : c .  Axn < O, fbrn_~ 1}. 
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PROOF. Let {xn} be a nontrivial solution of (1) and consider the sequence {F~} given by F~ = 
a,~xnO2p(AX,~). It  holds 
= bnf (x,,+l) x~+l + a~f'p (Ax,~) Ax,~ > 0. 
Thus, {F,,} is a nondecreasing sequence. Since {x,,} is not eventually constant, there are only 
two possibilities: 
(a) there exists no such that  F~ > 0 for n _> no; 
(b) F ,~<0 for n_> 1. 
In Case (a), it holds z, Az,~ > 0 for n >_ no and so {x~,} is eventually strongly monotone. In 
Case (b), it holds z,~Az,~ < 0 for n _> 1. Without loss of generality, assume xl  > 0, Az l  < 0 and 
let us show that  {x~} is positive decreasing. If x2 < 0, from (1) we get 
/kx,2 = ~p. (al gpp (Axl) 4- ~.2f (x.2)) < 0 
\a2 
that  is a contradiction. Now the assertion follows. II 
REMARK 1. In general, the condition x,~Ax,~ < 0 does not ensure that  the sequence {x~} is 
eventual ly of one sign, i.e., is nonoscillatory. But such a fact is true when {x,~} is solution of (1) 
as follows from the proof of Lemma 1. 
In this paper, we study the class IV[-; the qualitative behavior of solutions of the class NI + 
is investigated in the forthcoming paper [15]. As in the continuous case [10,12,13], in view of 
Lemma 1, the class NI-  can be divided into the following two subclasses: 
DlI~ = {{Xn} : x,~Axn < 0, for ,~. _> 1, lim :c,~ = g.,, :/i 0}, 
1MI o = {{xn} :xnAxr~ <0,  for n>_ 1, lim x , , .=0}.  
Tt ---+ OO 
\Ve will show that  a crucial role in our consideration is 
Y1 = lim ~¢Pp.  , Y2= 
~TZ --+ OO 
n=l  \k= l  
]73 = lira Z ~P* ' Y4 = 
;'YL ----~ 00  
played by the series 
lira ~ ~p. 
n= 1 \k  n 
,,l"& Z b,. 
where p* denotes the conjugate number of p, i.e., 1/p + l/p* = 1. Concerning the asymptot ic  
behavior of solutions in the class NI - ,  the following cases are significant and will be examined in 
the sequel: 
/ (1  : Y2  = oo ,  
K2 : Y1 = oc, D<oc ,  
IQ  : Y1 < co, Y_, < cc. 
Equations (2),(3) have been investigated in [5], where the notation 
°~ 1 ~ ~ ~1 __ 
n=l  an  k=l  n=l  k=l  ak 
has been used. Obviously, Y1 = $1 and !/2 = $2 in this case. In [5, Theorem 9], the following result 
has been proved: if $2 = oc, then any solution of (3) in tile class M-  satisfies limt~o~ x(t) = 0, 
i.e., NI -  = NI o for (3). 
At the same time, two suggestions for further research have been given here. 
(I) Does it hold the opposite statement for (3), i.e., if for (3) NI-  = NIo, then $2 = oc? 
(II) Are the conditions $2 < oc, $3 = Y~-,~-I (1~an) = oc together enough to ensure that  any 
solution of (3) in the class NI-  satisfies l i rn~oo x(t) ~ O? 
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We will give an affirmative answer to both problems for the general equation (1): we will 
show that  (I) holds for (1) with any nonlinearity f ,  while (II) holds under a certain addit ional 
condition, but not in general. 
We conclude this section with some relationships between the convergence or divergence of 
series in Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, which are the discrete analogy of [13, Lemma 2]. 
LEMMA 2. 
(a) IfY~ < oc, 
(b) f rye  < oc, 
(c) It" Y2 - oc, 
then Y,,t < oo. 
then Y4 < ~o. 
then Y3=oo or Y4=oo.  
(d) I t 'Y l  = oc, then Y~ = oo or Y4 = ~.  
(e) Y1 < oc and Y2 < oc i f  and only it" Ya < oc and I<4 < oc. 
PROOF. Claim (a). Let IL 1 ~ (0,'/?t). Because 
k=l n=l  k=l  n=l  
the ~ser t ion  follows. Claim (b) follows in a similar way. Claims (c), (d) follow from the inequal- 
ities 
" ('± (1) 
n=l  \k=l  / n=l  
n=[  \k=l  \k=l  / n=l  
Finally, Claim (e) immediately follows from (~) (d). 
3. THE D ISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS CASES 
Some basic problems arising in the asymptot ic theory of differential equations are the con- 
t inuabil ity to infinity of solutions and the uniqueness with respect to the initial conditions. In 
contrast with the continuous case, for difference equation (1), every solution is continuable to 
infinity and there is only one solution satisfying z~ 0 = z °, A:c,~ o = z 1 for some no E N. Thus, 
solutions of (1) continuously depend on the initial conditions, because the uniqueness of solutions 
by itself implies the continuous dependence of sohltions on initial conditions. 
Concerning the asymptot ic  behavior of solutions, the following differences are of part icular 
interest: differential equations can possess olutions that either become identically zero for large t 
or are noncontinuable to the infinity. In the study of qualitative behavior of solutions of (4),(5) 
such facts play a crucial role and concepts of sing~dar solutions of the f irst or second kind are 
used (see, e.g., [16]). It is easy to show that every solution of (1) is not singular in the above 
sense. In fact, as already claimed, every solution of (1) is continuable to infinity, i.e., no singular 
solutions of the second kind exist for (1). Analogously, if for some no _> 1 we have x,~ o > 0 
[x,~ o < 0], X,~o+l = 0, then X,o+2 < 0 [X,~o+2 > 0], i.e., no singular solutions of the first kind exist 
for (1) as well. 
Other discrepancies consist in these facts: for (5), the class DE + [M-] may be empty: as regards 
the class NI + see, e.g., [16, Corollary 17.4]; as concerns the class M-see,  e.g., [16, Corol lary 17.3]. 
Because every solution of (1) is continuable to infinity, in view of Lemma 1, any solution {xn},  
satisfying the initial condition x lAx l  > 0 belongs to 1Vii + and so, in the discrete case, 1VII + is 
nonempty. For instance, the differential equation z"  = x 9, sgn x does not have solutions in the 
class 1Vii + in view of the quoted results in [16], whereas the corresponding difference equation 
2 A2Xr~ = Xr~+lsgn Xr~+l 
has positive increasing solutions. 
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Concerning the class NI- ,  for (4),(5) such a class can be empty, as the equation x" = 
shows (see, e.g., the quoted results in [16]). This fact has no discrete analogy, as the following 
straightforward consequence of continuous dependence on initial value shows. 
THEOREM 1. Equation (1) has at least one solution in the class M- .  
PROOf. For a positive fixed real number/ t ,  let z = {z~} be a solution of (1) such that  Zl = #, 
Aq  = ct. Consider the set S given by 
S = {ct < 0 : 3'n0 > 1 such that Z,~oZ~o+ 1 <_ 0}. 
Clearly, S ~ 0) because any real negative number (tl, such that (t 1 <~ --It, belongs to S. Thus, 
there exists 
c~ = sup S. (6) 
Obviously, c~ _< 0. We will show that the solution x = {2,,} such that :cl = It, A21 = 5' belongs 
to M- .  Assunm :~ E M +. Two cases are possible: 
(a) there exists an integer '//.1 > 1 such that :~,-, < 0 for every integer 'n > 'l/d (and A:L~ < 0); 
(b) there exists an integer nl >_ 1 such that AY~ > 0 for every integer n > n~ (and 2,~ > 0). 
CASE (a). Take/3 > a such that #-c )  is sufficiently small. The continuous dependence on initial 
conditions implies that  the solution y satisfying the initial conditions Yl = P; Ayl  = 9 verifies 
y,~,y,~,+~ <_ 0 (i.e., solution {y~} has the generalized zero at n~). But this is a contradiction 
with (6). 
CASE (b). Take 9 < a such that 1/$ - &l is sufficiently small. Lemma 1 and the continuous 
dependence on initial conditions imply that the solution {y,~} satisfying the initial conditions 
Yl = /z, Ay 1 =/ J  is positive for every integer n _> 1, which again contradicts (6). | 
From Theorem 1, the difference quation 
A2x,~ = ~l:c,~+ll 
has positive decreasing solutions and, as we will show" later (Theorem 5), any such solution tends 
to zero as t --+ oo, whereas, as already claimed, the corresponding differential equation x" = V /~ 
does not have positive decreasing solutions. 
4. L IMIT BEHAVIOR- -PART I 
In this section, we consider the existence of solutions of (1) ill the classes Mo,  N[~. We start 
by recalling the following result that may be considered the discrete analog of the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence Theorem. 
LEMMA a .  Let {cti,k} be a double real sequence, ai.l,. > 0 tar i, k E N. Assume that the series 
~=1 a.s.k . . . .  totallv converges, i.e., there exists a sequences {3k} such that c~ i,~, </3k, }-~ook=, ¢~k <oo,  
and let limi~oo c~i,k = Ak for eve W k E N. Then the series ~.=,  A~ converges and 
lira ~ ai,~. = Ah,. 
z~oo 
k=l  k=l  
The following result gives a positive answer to the above problem (I) posed in [5]. 
THEOREM 2. I f  Y2 < oc, then NI~ ¢ 0 t"or (1). 
PROOF. Let kJIf = max.~,e[1/2,1l f (v)  and choose an integer no _> 1 such that  
~2p. [Ms] ~5 p. ba < - .  
-2  
(7) 
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Denote with *?~ the Banach space of all bounded sequences defined for all integer n >_ no and 
endowed with the topology of supremum norm. Set 
~={u={"<} C~:~ 1 } , , o :~-<u,~-<l  . 
Clearly, ft is a bounded, closed, and convex subset of g~o Now consider the operator T : t). l?,o - 
which maps any U = {u.n} ~ t). into IV = T(U)  = {w~z}, where 
) ~OO 
= + E <, .k  , 6 .r (,,,+,) 1 
We show that  T satisfies the hypotl-leses of Schauder Fixed-Point Theorem. 
(a) Operator  T maps f~ into itself because, in view of (7), it holds 
/~" = l l  
(8) 
(b) Let us prove that T is continuous in goo Let ~?z o • 
in goo Because f~ is closed, U E fL  Let U (i) 
?l 0 ' 
{w}~i)}, VV = T(U) = {w~}. It holds for every integer ',t _> '~0 
{U (i)} be a sequence in ~ converging to U 
{,~D:)}, u = { ,<} ~nd W< : :r(u(~)) : 
sup w}i i ) -  'u:a 
= sup E~I , .  b.jf u6+ l
n>_no /,:= rz 
- -  E dl)p* ~kk b j f  (T t j+ l )  
k = r z j = k 
oo 
<- E a'~,~., 
/¢:~ZO 
(9) 
where  
bjf (uj+l)) 
The series ~-2~_kbjf(uJ~l)is totally, convergent because bji(uJi)+,) <_ l~..ffb 3 for every 
j >_ no and, by Lemma 2(t)), !/4 < oc. In view of the continuity of f ,  we get 
l imbjf ((~) "~ ,: ~.uj+l)= bjf (u j+l ) ,  for j > n0, 
thus, by Lemma A it holds for every integer k >_ 720 
lira 
i . t~j+~) - j=k 
• ,,. bjf ('llj+l = 0. 
Consequently, 
limc~i,k = 0, for every k _> no. (10) 
I 
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Since !/2 < oc and 
_ aa f (u j+ l )  < 2~ v. [A4I](Pp. , o~i,k < C~p. -a~# f (u j+ l )  + ~P" - -  - ~t# 
\ j : k  ~ / j=~- 
the series }-~k°°__,~ ° a/.k is totally convergent. Applying again Lemma A, from (9) and (10), 
we obtain 
lim{ T(U  ( ' / ) ) -T(U)  <l im C~<k: limc~<k =0,  
that is the continuity of T in ~. 
(c) T(9) is relatively compact. By a result of Cheng-Patula [4, Theorem 3.3], it is sufficient 
to prove that T(f~) is uniformly Cauchy in the topology of foo that is, for every c > 0, 
r~ o 
there exists an integer n~ > no such that Iw,,~, -'w~,~ I < c whenever ml, 'm2 > c for every 
W = {w~} E T(D). Let W = T(U) ,  U = {u~} and without loss of generality, assume 
?l?, 1 < 'Dl  2 .  From (8), we obtain 
j=k ' 
-< %" Z ®," U 
k=rnl j=k 
k=m2 j=k ak 
and the Cauchy criterion gives the relatively compactness of T(f~). By applying the 
Schauder Fixed-Point Theorem to operator T, we get the existence of a sequence U = {Ti.,~} 
such that 
1 ~ [1  C.=~ ) ]  Tin = ~ + #~p* b j f ( r@+l)  . 
l¢,=n 
It is easy to show that U E M~, that is tile assertion. | 
Theorem 2 gives sufficient conditions in order that the class NIT~ is nonempty. As regards the 
class NI o, it is not always true that there are solutions of (1) in the class M o when Y'2 < oc, as 
tile following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the linear equation (n _> 1) 
2 
A2zr~ = n(n + 2) 2z't+l' (11) 
Clearly, {xn} with x,~ = i + 1/n is a solution of (11) that belongs to the class MI B. By a standard 
calculation, the sequence {w~} with 
n + I k 
?U n - -  _ _  
n k+2 
k= 1 
is a linearly independent solution of (11). Since 
n+ I 
Wn 
(-~(~t_l)) = ('n-l)(n+]) 
3n 
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we get {wn} E NI +. If (11) has a solution {y,~} in the class WlIo, then, because {x~} and {Yn} are 
linearly independent, every solution of (11) would be bounded, which is a contradiction. Hence, 
NI o - 0. In addition, note that the fact MT~ # 0 follows from Theorem 2. 
REMARK 2. In [14, Theorem 3], the equation 
A (a,~(I)p (Ax,~)) = b~,rI)q (x,~+,) + r, (12) 
is considered and sufficient conditions in order that (12) has at least one solution in the class NI o 
and at least one solution in the class NI B are given. We note that such a result cannot be applied 
to equation (1) with f(u) = (I)q(.U), because it requires that the sequence {r,~} is not eventually 
zero: in fact, if r,~ = 0 for all large n, the class NI o c~m be empty as the above Example 1 shows. 
The following holds. 
TIIEOREM 3. I f  ]71 < oc and I72 < oc, then NI o 5/: 0 for (1). 
PROOF. To prove IV[ o ¢ ~, we will use a similar argunmnt to that given in the proof of Theorem 2. 
In view of Lemma 2, Y3 < oc and Y1 < oc. Choose n0 > 1 such dmt 
f i  1 
max f(u)  ba-1 < - .  (13) 
~ c [o,~5 ] 2 
j =~/[) 
Let f~ be the nonemptv subset of (~  given I)y 
T~ 0 - -  _ _  
The set f~ is bounded, closed, and convex. Now" consider the operator T : f~ , go~ which no 
associates to any U = {u,~} e f~ the sequence W = T(U) = {w~} where 
k : n 
Because for every {u~} E f~ it holds 0 <_ u,~ < Ya, in view of (13), we get 
0 < E bj_,f(uj) < max f(u) bj-t < -. 
- - ~ ,e [o ,~51 ' 2 j =no j =no 
Hence, taking into account hat ~p. (1/2) < 1, we have for every integer n > 'n,0 
0 < 'w,~ _< E 4)p. 
h::'rz 
i.e., T(f~) C_ fL In order to complete the proof, it is sufficient o prove the continuity and the 
relatively compactness of T(f~) and to apply the Schauder Fixed-Point Theorem. This may be 
accomplished by using Lemma A and an argument similar to that. given in the final part of the 
proof of Theorem 2. In particular, the continuity of T follows from the estimation 
where 
O0 
Z(S  ('i)) -T (U)  : sup  u,}[ ~) -'lurl <. E O/i,I¢, 
/,'= t~O 
7~A::d2P" a7 1-- .E  bj-lf U l 0 _c~p. 1-- .E  b j - l f tu j )  
3 =~ZO 3 :rZO 
and tile relatively compactness of T(f~) follows from 
m2-1 (1 )  ( ~" ~ ) 
k~:m 1 j : no 
The details are omitted. 
From Theorems 2 and 3, we get the following. 
~.,=Trz I 
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COROLLARY 1. I f Y l  < co and Y2 < co, then both classes Mo,  NI B are nonempty  for (1). 
REMARK 3. In view of Remark 2, when r,~ = 0 for all large 'n, Corollary I extends [14, Theorem 3]. 
5. L IM IT  BEHAVIOR PART I I  
In this section we study the asymptot ic  behavior of all positive decreasing solutions of (1). If 
we ass l_une 
l imsup ~ < co, (14) 
. . . .  o Cp(u) 
then the conditions Y1 < co, Y'2 < co in Corollary 1 become also necessary in order that both 
classes D]I(7,1~t7~ m'e nonempty. The following holds. 
THEOREM 4. Assume Y1 = co, ~ < co and (14). Then every solution {:r,,} of (1) in the 
class NI -  tends to a nonzero limit as 'n --+ co, i.e., M-  = M)  ¢ O, M o = O. 
To prove this theorem, we need the following lennna which can be proved by direct computat ion.  
LEMMA 3. //'Y3 = co, then for any solution {z,} of (1) in the class NI- ,  it holds l im,~oo angPp 
(ax , , )  = o. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Let {z,~} be a solution of (1) in the class NI o. Without  loss of generality, 
assume 0 < :rr~ < 1 and Azn < 0 for every integer ~, > 1. By Lemma 2, Y:~ = co, and thus, by 
Lemma a, lira . . . .  a,~I,~,(A:r,~) = 0. By (14), there exists M > 0 such that  f(:r.,,+~) <_ Md)v(z,~+, ) 
for n > 1. 
By summat ion of (1) fl'om n to co, we obtain 
£ £ --a,~p(Az,~) = b~.f(~'k+l) < M E bl,.q)pt:r/,,+l) < Mffo,,t:r,,+,) bk. 
k =n k=n A'=~ 
Thus, 
Z~(IJlt 
- -  > - , , , ,  (15) 
2L'rt 
O0 ~- where ~,~ = ~v.(M)e~p.((1/a,J~=,~G). Since :t2 < co, we have lim,~l<, 0. Thus, there 
exists 'n0 >_ 1 such that  (1 -/~,~) E (0, 1) for every integer n _> ~z0. From (15), z,~+~ > (1 -/,,~)z,~, 
i.e., 
n-1  
a'~ > H (1 -/zj) :r,~ o. (16) 
j --Tto 
Thus, the infinite product 
P,  = I I  (1 - , j )  
is strongly convergent, i.e., P,  > O. From (16), as n -~ co, we get 
0= lim :r,~> H (1- l t j ) : r ,~o P,z,~ o >0,  
3 714) 
which is a contradiction. | 
In general, without assuming (14), Theorem 4 does not hold, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equation (n > 2) 
s ~  
A~x,, - (,~ + 1)14) ~ 1 ,  (17) 
where n (k) = 'n(n - 1 ) . . .  (n - k + 1). Clearly, {z,~} with 0x~ = 1/( (n - 1) ('~)) is a solution of (17) 
that  belongs to the class NI o. In this case, Y'a = co, I72 < oo. 
REMARK 4. Theorem 4 and Example 2 give the answer to the above problem (II) posed in [5]. 
From the above results, we can summarize the situation as follows. 
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THEOREM 5. 
(a) Assume Case K1. Then for (1), it holds M-  = M o # 0 and M~ = O. 
(b) Assume Case K2. I f  (14) is satisfied, then fbr (1), it holds M o - @, M-  = M~. 
(c) Assmne Case I423. Then for (1), it holds 1~ 0 7 £ 0 and I~  7£ O. 
PaOOF.  (a) In view of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that 191[~ is empty. Assume that (1) 
has a solution x = {x,~} in the class NI~. Without loss of generality, suppose a:,~ > 0, Ax,~ < 0 
for n _> 1 and denote lim,~ x,~ = gx. By summation of (1) from n to oc~ we obtain 
-A~. - a,z~'i, (Ax,~) = ~ b j f  (3:j+l) , (18) 
where -Ax = limn a,,q~v(Axn ). 
imI)lies 
Since xj > ~!z. > 0 fl)r every integer j _> 1 and A:,, _> 0, (18) 
where m = min~,~[e, ,~:,] f('u). Hence, 
'~l:rzA-1 <-- 231 - -  (I)p* (?'~,) dO)p. ~'k bj . 
k=l 
As n -~ oc, we get the assertion. 
(b) The  assert ion fol lows fi'om Theorem 4. 
(c) See Corollary 1. II 
REMARK 5. When rn = 0 for all large n, Theorem 5(a) extends [14, Theorem 5]. 
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